“ How Do I Choose a Car t ri dge?”
HVAC TERMINAL UNIT APPLICATIONS

“How Do I Choose a Cartridge?”

Griswold Controls offers four different PSID ranges for our cartridges, because
with precision comes accuracy. Our cartridges stay within their 5% tolerance over
their precise flow range. Other companies have much larger PSID ranges, but cannot match the accuracy of the Griswold Automatic Flow Cartridge.
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Example – Multiple Branch,
Constant Speed System

General Rule for PSID ranges: for a system
with up to 75’ Pump Head, you will
generally need a 2–32 PSID cartridge.
More than 75’, some branches may require
4–57 PSID. The 8–128 PSID range is not
usually used for HVAC.

In the example at left, the total component
pressure drop across the first branch is 60’ (or
about 22 PSID). The farthest (or index) branch
has a drop of 30’ (or about 13 PSID). The values
shown for the components in the example are
nominal.
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